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Time Reclaimed: Temporality and the Experience of Meaningful Work 

 

Abstract 

 

 

The importance of meaningful work has been identified in scholarly writings across a 

range of disciplines. However, empirical studies remain sparse and the potential 

relevance of the concept of temporality, hitherto somewhat neglected even in wider 

sociological studies of organisations, has not been considered in terms of the light that 

it can shed on the experience of work as meaningful. These two disparate bodies of 

thought are brought together to generate new accounts of work meaningfulness 

through the lens of temporality. Findings from a qualitative study of workers in three 

occupations with ostensibly distinct temporal landscapes are reported. All jobs had the 

potential to be both meaningful and meaningless; meaningfulness arose episodically 

through work experiences that were shared, autonomous and temporally complex. 
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Introduction 

 

Researchers within sociology, psychology and philosophy have proposed that the experience of 

meaningfulness is a fundamental human need and a sign of healthy psychological functioning 

(Frankl, 1962; Routledge et al., 2011). Work has been identified as an important potential source of 

meaningfulness since, as Budd (2011) has noted, work fundamentally shapes our life and establishes 

its basic rhythms. Although sociologists have long been concerned with understanding the various 

meanings that work can hold for individuals (Budd, 2011; Terkel, 1974), research on meaningfulness, 

in contrast, remains in its adolescence (Rosso et al., 2010). This research helps to unravel the 

complexity of meaningful work by showing its temporally embedded nature. The study also extends 

the prior sociological literature on the meaning of work (Sennett, 1998) by exploring in depth the 

pote tial ea i g of o k as ea i gful , a d sho s that su h e pe ie es a e ot e el  
confined to professionals or craftspeople but can extend to workers in stigmatised occupations. 

 

Lips-Wie s a a d Mo is :  a gue that ea i gful ess is the su je ti e e pe ie e of the 
e iste tial sig ifi a e o  pu pose of life . We draw on this definition, together with the work of 

Koltko-Rivera (2006: 306), who shows that Maslow intended self-transcendence, rather than self-

actualisation, to constitute the highest form of human development. We propose that 

meaningfulness arises when an individual perceives an authentic connection between their work 

and a broader transcendent life purpose beyond the self (Authors, 2013). This occurs in one of two 

potential ways; first, when individuals perceive their work invokes the greater good in terms of 

societal or economic benefits or, second, in the se i e of a highe  po e  hethe  i  a spi itual or 

religious sense, or within a non-theistic, humanist paradigm.  

 

The notion of transcendence implies transcending not just the self, but also the here-and-now. For 

some while, scholars have been aware of the potential significance of theoretical time to 

understanding organisational phenomena and the experience of work (Langley et al., 2013; 

Thompson, 1967 ; Mead fo  e a ple a gued as lo g ago as  that e should take ti e se iousl  
(p. 300).  The t aditio al pe spe ti e o  ti e as li ea  lo k  ti e pa els ti e i to s all, se ue tial 
units and thus limits our scope to understand the processes through which meaning can arise 

(Pedersen, 2009: 392).  Time is enmeshed in the fabric of social relations so that certain tasks such as 

care work require not just linear time but also plural, process time for their successful completion 

(Davies, 1994). 

 

This article contributes to debates about the nature and experience of o k as ea i gful  o , i  
co t ast, ea i gless   o side i g i di iduals  e pe ie es of o k th ough a te po al le s. It 

draws on qualitative data to generate new theoretical insights into how people experience their 

work as meaningful.   

 

Temporality and Meaningful Work 

 

Although philosophe s ha e o side ed fu da e tal uestio s a out the disti tio  et ee  lo k   
time, h o os , and Ricoeurian phenomenological ti e, kai os , Ramo, 2004), these theories have 

rarely been applied to empirical studies of work. Hassard (2000) notes that time has generally been 
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viewed as a measurable and sequential commodity of the industrial process, where the past is 

unrepeatable, the present transient and the future infinite and exploitable.  Hence, time has been 

viewed as a Taylorist hege o i  dis ou se  e t i g o  p e isio , o t ol a d dis ipli e  p. ). 

Moving to a more expanded view of time, three themes can be identified within the philosophy and 

sociology literatures on temporality that potentially could shed light on the experience of work as 

meaningful. 

 

The first is the Durkheimian notion of the social ordering of time (Sorokin and Merton, 1937). Each 

i di idual is pa t of u e ous so ial te po al o de s a d the efo e i di iduals  e pe ie e of ti e is 
both subjectively constituted and intersubjectively produced through social structures and patterns 

Hassa d, ; Muzzetto, , su h that so ial ti e  is a  e p essio  of a olle ti e s h th  of 
a ti it  Be g a , : .  Jobs and organisations further have their own time structures and 

characteristic time pacing (Langley et al., 2013). For instance, some occupations such as those of 

artists or freelancers might have less rigid time orders, while occupations such as that of railway 

worker are highly time determined (Cottrell, 1939).  Although for workers in some manual trades, 

time may be sliced into very small units with a clear boundary between work and free time (Grossin, 

1974), those in other occupational groups such as mobile hairstylists (Cohen, 2010) may experience 

the permeable boundaries of the merging of work/non-work time and space. Bergmann (1992: 123) 

suggests that fo  those o upatio s i ol i g a se ies of a ti ities, it is i possi le to talk of the  ti e 
structure but rather of a kaleidos opi  ti e , suggesti e of ti e s o ple , ha gi g a d pote tiall  
conflicted nature.  

 

Temporal ordering may also arise through the interaction between humans and the objects of their 

o k e dea ou s. Jalas s  stud  of t aditio al oode  oati g i  Fi la d sho s how the 

physical processes of corrosion or decay mean that material objects assume a central role in 

s heduli g the a ti ities of hu a s hi h, i  tu , a e so iall  o figu ed th ough the self-artistry of 

slo ess  p.  asso iated ith histo i  aft practices. These practices, Jalas (2006: 361) argues, 

are localised and socially co-determined, often within communities of practice. 

 

The second theme concerns the conflicted ownership and control of time within the labour process 

(Hassard, 2000; Warhurst et al., 2008).  Tho pso   asse ts that it is the o t ol of o ke s  
time, rather than their skill and effort, which has gained primacy in efforts to extract surplus value. 

While it might seem that the commodification of time may be more of a concern among unskilled 

occupations, the symbolism of time as a currency of control may be as much of an issue for 

knowledge workers through explicit and tacit cultures of long hours, work intensification and 

performance management systems (Ellis and Taylor, 2006; Jemielniak, 2009). The organic rhythms of 

open-e ded, u st u tu ed thought-ti e  Noo a , :  o  p o ess ti e  Da ies, :  
risk being progressively eroded through the instrumental pressures of capitalist imperatives. 

Wo ke s  esista e to the alienating effects of loss of temporal control through strategies that re-

ignite a sense of meaning and identity have been well documented (Lopez, 2006; Sennett, 1998; 

Simpson et al., 2014).  However, individually negotiated solutions to the challenges of temporal 

control may prove inadequate in addressing embedded social and cultural patterns (Ballard and 

Webster, 2009). 
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Finally, debates concerning the asymmetric interrelationship between past, present and future may 

have a bearing on the experience of meaningfulness. As Cox and Hassard (2007) have argued, time is 

not linear or one-dimensional, but rather may inter-penetrate in terms of factors such as pace, 

du atio  a d sig ifi a e; e e pe ie e du atio  i  the o e t, the o e t just passed and the 

a ti ipated o e t to o e  Cu liffe et al., 2004: 266). Time may appear to pass at a different 

speed depending on whether experiences are pleasant, the degree of urgency and sense of busy-

ness (Cunliffe et al., 2004).  

 

Muzzetto (2006: 15-17) explains how, according to Schutz, time is structured subjectively as well as 

objectively, so that meaning cannot exist in behaviour enacted in the present moment, and instead 

arises in reflection on past experiences, awareness of the present itself and in anticipation of the 

future. Experiences are accumulated over time and these become interconnected through symbolic 

systems of relevances, such that every lived experience relates both to past and to potential future 

experiences. Similarly, Mead argues that the present is the paramount form of temporality (Flaherty 

and Fine, 2001) and that human behaviour comprises events that constitute an emergent present 

with a past and future time horizon. The past is constantly reinterpreted from the standpoint of the 

present and our actions in the present continually cut into the future. As Tsoukas (1994: 767) argues, 

a  e e t is e e  hat is i ediatel  a aila le ut also i ludes its o tiguous past a d p ese t . 
Heidegge  talks of the lost p ese t  Ho  :  as a form of inauthentic temporality that arises 

he  people e o e so us  the  lose the sel es  i  the e e da , thus dis o e ti g f o  past 
and future giving rise to moments temporally bound in the present. Ti e s as et  ea s that 
events in the here-and-now never exist in isolation, but rather are embedded within an individual 

and social timescape that casts some events or experiences in a more meaningful light than others. 

 

Although no prior empirical studies have directly considered the link between meaningful work and 

temporality, these themes within the sociology of time suggest two questions. How is time 

subjectively experienced during the enactment of meaningful work?  In what sense is the 

transcendence of the immediate present relevant to meaningfulness?   

 

Methodology 

 

This article is based on the findings of 44 one hour, semi-structured face-to-face interviews with 

participants drawn from three occupational groups, refuse collectors, stonemasons and academics, 

all from within south-east England. An interpretive methodology was selected.  The three 

occupational groups from which the data are drawn were purposively selected (Patton, 2002). 

Refuse collectors e e hose  e ause, pe ei ed as a di t  jo , those working in stigmatized 

occupations present particular opportunities to explore the meaningfulness of work (Davis, 1984). In 

o t ast, the aft of sto e aso  is des i ed as good  o k Te kel, 1974: xi). Traditionally seen 

as a migrant trade (Harison, 2000), stonemasons are regarded as skilled workers and while much has 

been written about the disappearance or erosion of traditional crafts through mechanisation and 

organisation (Thompson and McHugh, 2009), there is a dearth of research into meaningfulness 

within skilled trades and none that has involved stonemasons. Academics represent a professional 

group with the potential to exemplify a very different temporal landscape, although the increasing 

time- o p essio  a d shift to the alues of o e -ti e  in academic work are acknowledged 

(Noonan, 2015). 
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The interview schedule comprised four sections, covering general background information about the 

interviewee, their current role and past work history, their attitudes towards their work and critical 

incidents or stories (Bernard and Ryan, 2010) that captured experiences of meaningfulness as 

described by the interviewees. Each interview was digitally recorded and professionally transcribed. 

Demographic information about the interviewees is provided in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 here 

 

The data were analysed by both researchers using NVivo, coded initially using a narrative approach 

supplemented by emergent categories (Saldana, 2013). It was from this emergent analysis, together 

with iteration between the data and the relevant literature, that the underlying theme of 

temporality came to the fore and thematic coding was used to interrogate the data further.  

 

Findings 

 

Occupational Timescapes 

 

The aso s e e a tea  of o se atio  stonemasons  ho ai tai ed a medieval cathedral. 

La gel , thei  o k i ol ed hat a  of the  des i ed as o ki g the sto e , which included 

setti g out  a de o ati e o  st u tu al sto e a d its spatial setti g p io  to epla i g o  epai i g it; 
making templates to guide the repair process; sawing large stone down to size prior to cutting or 

carving it to the shape of the template and fixing stones back into place. Their working day typically 

started at 8.30am, finished at 4.30pm and occasionally involved additional hours. 

 

The refuse collectors were based in a waste depot. The work was largely unskilled manual labour 

involving a wide range of tasks, with most tending to work in a limited number of areas. Tasks 

included refuse and recycling collections; street and gutter sweeping; and tipping, weighing and 

recording what had been collected. In the summer, the work involved some beach cleaning and, in 

the winter, it included shovelling snow and gritting pavements. On some occasions, the refuse 

collectors e e alled to do spe ial  collections, such as clearing fly-tipping, while some reported 

having to pick up dead animals (or worse). The working day started at 7am with a variable end point. 

 

The academics all worked in universities in science disciplines and their work comprised a range of 

tasks including teaching, research and administration. In face of a lack of fixed working times, many 

talked of working very long hours.  While the masons and refuse collectors generally reported 

relatively straightforward occupational timescapes, the academics described their work as having 

complex and sometimes competing temporalities relating to the various elements of their roles. 

 

Social Ordering of Time 

 

Each of the three occupations had its own temporal rhythm which was associated in different ways 

ith pa ti ipa ts  e pe ie e of thei  o k as ea i gful. Diffe e es e e ged et ee  the g oups 
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in terms of how the daily time pacing of work and the completion of task cycles were linked to 

experienced meaningfulness. Stonemasonry is a craft learned through a three-year apprenticeship 

during which the aso s talked a out tea hi g thei  ha ds  ho  to feel th ough the sto e . The 

apprenticeship starts with the repetitive task of s ua i g the sto e , where new masons spend up to 

six months learning how to produce a perfect cube of hand-chiselled stone within a one millimetre 

tole a e  o  all its si  faces. This was described by most as seemingly meaningless at the time, but 

later regarded as the way in which the ethos of quality was inscribed into working practices. Some 

saw the ilesto e of su essfull  s ua i g the sto e  as the asis of p ogression to more 

meaningful and technically challenging work. Through the apprenticeship, the masons learned to 

work at the deliberate and measured pace typical of traditional historic crafts rather than 

emphasising speed and efficiency (Jalas, 2006). 

 

Doi g a good jo  as a o se atio  sto e aso  i ol ed o ki g slowly and cautiously on 

i di idual sto es that ould take o ths to epai . As as the ase fo  the oat afts e  i  Jalas s 
(2006) study, the pace of work was dictated by both tradition and material objects; the limestone 

blocks had to be assessed for the g ai  of the sto e i  o de  to o k out the est a  to ut it, ith 
the elatio ship et ee  aso  a d sto e de elopi g as the  o ked th ough the sto e  - the 

most important thing for a stonemason is the connection with the materials, working stone and 

usi g t aditio al o ta s . Togethe , these ga e ise to ea i gful ess; ou a e p ote ti g the 
a tual a t of o ki g a sto e  ha d .  
 

The refuse collectors spoke a out the e d of the da  as the o pletio  of a work cycle from which 

they as a group derived a sense of meaningfulness and daily the tippi g poi t  when they returned 

to tip their lorryload of waste as a ti e he  a tea s effo ts e e offi iall  e og ised. The work of 

the refuse collectors was fast-paced and highly time determined, in common with other forms of 

manual work (Grossin, 1974).  Work was organised in a cycle of often repetitive tasks to be 

o pleted du i g the dail  shift.  U e pe tedl , ate ialit  featu ed i  efuse olle to s  
descriptions of meaningfulness in terms of how they viewed the waste they collected and their 

e gage e t i  a e li g dis ou se. It as i po ta t that the aste  as ot asted ut athe  
recycled and they expressed a sense of pride that the plastics, paper and other materials had 

forward temporal relevance to well-k o  o su e  ite s. Fo  e a ple, o e said, I  a tuall  
doi g so ethi g fo  the pu li  a d fo  the e i o e t.  Thus, o se atio  e e ged as a  
important theme in the meaningfulness discourse of both the refuse collectors and the stone 

masons. 

 

The complexity and variety of tasks among academics, involving teaching, administration and 

research, gave rise to distinct sub-routines within the socio-temporal ordering of their work, largely 

configured around the cycle of the academic ea ; o e des i ed the o k as seaso al … thi gs 
o e a d go du i g the ea . A othe  e plai ed ho  the  ha e to di ide up  ti e he e … I do 

my research and that has completely different requirements in terms of my time than the teaching 

side . ‘esearch work was described as slow, labour-intensive and time-consuming, requiring open-

e ded thought-ti e  Noo a , ; o e said, to do esea h ell, it s a eati e ki d of thi g a d 
ou a  o l  e eati e if ou e got the ti e a d i li atio  to pla  i  the sa dpit . The o k 

so eti es i ol ed de oti g ti e to p oje ts o  ate ials that o od  eall  u de stood … he  I 
as doi g the esea h  et hi h e a e a p ofou d sou e of ea i gful ess to the i di idual as 
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the importance of the research was revealed over time. In a similar way to the stonemasons, the 

a ade i s talked of thei  ole i  tea hi g thei  stude ts to lea  a d to e patie t ith the lea i g 
p o ess … gi e ou self ti e to u de sta d thi gs . The se se of e a li g a d o t i uting to 

stude ts  de elop e t a d thus ha di g thei  k o ledge o  th ough the ge e atio s as des i ed 
as a source of meaningfulness for the academics. 

 

A common feature across the groups was that a sense of meaningfulness arose during shared rituals 

or ceremonies held to mark the completion of a piece of work.  For the stonemasons, this was 

a ifest du i g offi ial u eili g e e ts, toppi g out e e o ies , held to ope  o pleted se tio s 
of the cathedral. These constituted shared, socially ordered moments in time when the masons 

experienced their work as meaningful through standing back in the presence of others and looking 

at the o pleted o k i  its e ti et . O e said, that e pe ie e hi h is at the e d of a p oje t a d 
then the unveiling, the sense of a hie e e t … that s the sig ifi a t e e t, that o e t he  ou 
ealise that ou e sa ed so ethi g . This as ot a  i di idual e pe ie e ut athe  a olle ti e 

o e, si e as he e plai ed, it is the pa t he e ou all look at it a d go, a tuall , that s ot ad  
a d e e od  else sta ts to sa , does t it look a azi g?  

 

For the refuse collectors, this experience tended to arise in periods of shared reflection at the 

completion of a task such as clearing a street, as well as more informally during the annual Christmas 

pa t , he e the  get togethe  a d sit do  a d thi k, ell, ge e all , it s ot ee  a ad ea  
e ause ou get a se se that the se i e ou e p o idi g, ost people app e iate it .  The 

academics described how presenting their work at a conference to an appreciative audience, or 

giving a well- e ei ed le tu e, ade the  feel, as o e des i ed it, like a o k sta . As she 
e plai ed, the p o ess ep ese ts the ul i atio  of a  hou s of esea h that akes it feel 
more real so eho , the e pe ie e did t just happe  i  ou  head ut ou ould o u i ate it 
to othe  people.  “i ila l , seei g a PhD stude t su essfull  g aduate  at the itualisti  g aduatio  
ceremony was described as a profound source of meaningfulness given the amount of personal 

support provided over many years.  

 

Ownership and control of time  

 

All three occupational groups reported that a sense of control over the way they spent their working 

time was associated with the experience of meaningfulness. The refuse collectors generally 

experienced lower levels of autonomy than the academics or the stonemasons. However, between 

the fixed points at the start of the day when targets were set and the end of the day when the waste 

was tipped and weighed, they had relative autonomy to organise their time in whatever way they 

ished, des i i g the sel es as feeli g like thei  o  oss , ei g left alo e to get o  a d do ou  
jo . I  the o te t of fai l  tightl  o t olled dail  a d o thl  ta gets, it as this ore part of the 

day that the refuse collectors regarded as meaningful in terms of being able to control the pace and 

timing of their own work, free from managerial controls, particularly in relation to the routes chosen 

to olle t aste, I as o ki g out he e I e got to e a d i  hat o de  a d it o ked fi st ti e . 
In a similar way, Bolton (2005) shows how actors can seek out unmanaged organisational spaces to 

construct their own realities. 
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The masons derived a sense of meaningfulness from their work through the deliberate control and 

pacing of their work by using craft based techniques shared within the community of practice that 

slo ed do  the speed of p odu tio , so eti es it s easie  a d ui ke  to take sho t uts, ut ou 
a t, ou ha e to e uite dis ipli ed . ‘esista e to the o asio al p essu es f o  a age s to use 

more modern techniques in order to complete the job more quickly was justified on the grounds of 

the p i a  of t aditio al skills; as o e said, [sto e aso ] ight e e  e o e more meaningful 

as thi gs e o e o e o pute ised a d te h i al … ou a t eall  ass p odu e fo  so e he e 
like this .  
 

The academics reported far greater temporal control and autonomy than the other two groups, 

albeit within the constraints posed  tea hi g ti eta les; ho  I o ga ise  ti e is e  u h up 
to e … I ha e a lot of f eedo  a d I alue that . This auto o  e a led the  to spe d ti e o  
their own research agendas, but conversely often also meant working very long hours due to the 

diffuse ou da  et ee  self a d o upatio , I see self as a ig pa t of hat I do a d hat I 
deli e  is e.  This f eedo  to spe d at least pa t of thei  o ki g li es o ki g at thei  o  pa e o  
projects they had chosen was associated with experienced ea i gful ess; o e said I thi k it s 

o e effi ie t if I pa kage up  ti e tha  ha e so e od  else atte pt to do it fo  e . 
 

Phenomenological time 

 

Responses indicated that the experience of work as meaningful could arise in all three occupations, 

but was temporally episodic and transitory rather than permanent and ongoing. These experiences 

of meaningfulness were consistently characterised by the perception of temporal interconnections. 

Common to these reported moments of meaningfulness was a sense of the individual looking back 

over their completed work both in the immediate and the distant past, while recognising its 

significance and wider contribution.  In the most profound examples of this, the temporal locus of 

the work experience, while anchored in the present, held simultaneous historic and future 

references (Tsoukas, 1994). For example, one of the masons explained his role in completing a major 

project on the cathedral: 

 

That as uite a ig thi g i  ou  jo  to sa  that I e a tuall  ee  a pa t of this whole thing, 

he  so ethi g is o pleted ou a  sta d a k a d sa  I uilt that  … we can put our 

banker mark [ aso s sig atu e] i to the sto e when it goes into the building. When they 

take it out in 400 years  time, it might still have my mark on it and they can say, Oh, he did 

it .  

 

In this description, the mason situated his present actions and contribution within a broad temporal 

landscape that stretched hundreds of years into both the past and the future. Similarly, one of the 

refuse collectors talked about the meaningfulness of his work in relation to past and future 

generations, locating his work within an intricate rhythm of material use, disposal and reuse: 

 

E e  da  ou a e doi g so ethi g fo  the e i o e t ….  I still feel it s important that I 

contribute [by recycling] e ause I e got g a d hild e  ho a e goi g to ha e 
grandchildren. It affects [the] next generation coming up. If our great grandfathers had had 

these visions years ago, e ould t e i  these positio s.  
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The academics explained how the meaningfulness of their work arose from the investment of time 

into research whose benefits could only be realised in a potential future and not the present. 

Meaningfulness was ascribed in hindsight on reflection through a process Schutz has described as 

symbolic systems of relevances (Muzzetto, 2006: 15-17): 

 

Twenty years ago I was working on materials called [name] electrics materials, nobody 

really understood them, but now those materials are on the front screen of every iPhone 

e ause the  take the ele t i it  f o  ou  fi ge  … ut o od  thought of that he  I as 
doing the research. So I cannot tell whether my research is going to have any applications or 

ot. I k o  it does t i ediatel , ut it ould do i  the futu e and you have to do the 

esea h that does t as ell as the esea h that does.  

 

Meaningless work 

 

Interviewees were asked about times when their work appeared meaningless.  All respondents could 

recall instances when their work seemed meaningless and participants talked of three temporal 

fa to s that ga e ise to this: ei g stu k i  the o e t  asti g ti e u de taki g tasks ith o 
wider temporal horizon; lack of control over the use of time; and temporal conflicts, manifest as 

either a disordered temporality or tension between work and personal time.  

 

Fo  the a ade i s, ei g stu k i  the o e t ea t time spent doing bureaucratic tasks lacking a 

oade  te po al efe e e. O e said, the e a e ti es he  I a  doi g utte l  poi tless thi gs at 
this u i e sit . “e e al spoke a out ha i g to u de take tasks that took the  a a  f o  hat the  
perceived to be the main focus of their role, but being prepared to tolerate them as long as they 

o e ted to the igge  pi tu e . O e said: I a  p ett  good ith tedious o k as lo g as it s got a 
la ge  ea i g, a p ope  sig ifi a e i  that I a  doi g it e ause it s helpi g stude ts to de elop 
… . Pointless use of time was also cited by the refuse collectors. One explained his frustration at how 

some streets ould e e  get a  ette  o atte  ho  lo g the  o ked, it did t atte  hat 
ou did, it as a s***hole  i utes late  o  half a  hou  late .  I  the sto e aso s  des iptio s of 

meaninglessness, time was seen to be wasted where their masonry work was repetitive and part of 

a larger process where no long term output was visible, or there was no connection to traditional 

ways of working, thus divorcing the experience of work from the temporal orderings suggested 

through the material agency of the stones or a sense of connection to the past (Jalas, 2006)  One 

stonemason described the boring experience of being stuck doing repetitive masonry tasks – such as 

aste i g ouldi gs  hi h appea ed to ha e o e d; he  ou e o ki g so eti es a d he  
the e s a  e d, the e s so ethi g to look fo a d to. If the e s othi g to look fo a d to, it s e  
ha d . 

Lack of autonomy over time pacing of work and the sense of lack of control over how to allocate 

ti e to do o e s jo  also led to ea i gless ess for all three groups, usually associated with 

pressures from managers over the use of working time.  This arose for the stonemasons when they 

were asked to speed up their work using what they perceived as inappropriate modern tools and 

techniques, and for the refuse collectors when they were asked to slow down in order to adhere to 

safety procedures they regarded as unnecessary, si ila  to the u se aides i  Lopez s  stud  of 
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a care home forced to violate official rules to complete their work on time. In the case of the 

academics, this arose through processes of work intensification and the growing demand to spend 

o e ti e o  ad i ist ati e aspe ts  of the jo , alongside increasing levels of management 

di tates; o e said, I get people ho I a  uite su e do t do a thi g like as a  hou s as I do …. 
ho o de  e to do thi gs ithi   hou s. The  ha e t got  s ipts to a k fo  to o o .  In 

cases such as these, respondents talked not only of loss of temporal autonomy but also of 

i te sifi atio  a d the e osio  of ea i gful ess, aki  to the i authe ti  te po alit  of Heidegge s 
lost present. Lack of temporal autonomy within the labour process emerged as the factor most 

closely associated with meaninglessness among all groups and was reminiscent of the loss of control 

a d o odifi atio  of ti e e pe ie ed  the all e t e o ke s i  Ellis a d Ta lo s  
study. 

 

Conflicting temporalities were manifest in the case of the academics through the tensions emerging 

from the varied demands of the academic year cycle, conference paper deadlines and bureaucratic 

requirements. This gave rise to a disordered temporality with competing rhythms resulting in 

excessive pressure sometimes spilling over into their personal lives to the point where, as one 

espo de t said, I ha e t got ti e to li e eall . One described how he would spend the working 

eek doi g ad i ist ati e u ish  a d the  at the eeke d I feel I e ea ed the possi ilit  to 
spe d so e ti e o  that [i te esti g esea h p o le ] hi h othe ise al a s o es last … so 
that auses so e te sio  at ho e . Fo  this a ade i , it as ot possi le to fi d ti e du i g o k 
hours but spending time on his research at the weekend involved a trade-off with family time. 

A othe  said i  elatio  to p epa i g fu di g ids, I as getti g up at ,  o lo k i  the o i g, 
just working every minute I could … the e s e e  e ough ti e , reminiscent of the temporal 

sa ifi es of the soft a e de elope s i  Je iel iak s  stud . 

The efuse olle to s a ti el  o ito ed the o tested ou da  et ee   ti e  a d thei  ti e ; 
fi ishi g late as ited as a ti e he  o k appea ed ea i gless; este da , e did t fi ish u til 

. p  …. a d ou iss out o  ou  fa il  ti e ; I e ee  [he e] t o ea s o  a d I e lost  
da s  holida , ot th ough  fault ut th ough the o pa , a d he  the  do t gi e ou it, the  
take it a a  f o  ou a d the  that s he  ou ese t the o pa . A othe  efuse olle to  said: 
 

[The o pa ] a ted e to do a ou se a d it as o   daughte s th birthday and the 

a age  said, You e got to go, the e s o optio  a d I said I d p efe  to go to  
daughte s i thda  hi h e d a a ged fo  o ths i  ad a e.  He said Do you want to 

p og ess ithi  the o pa  o  sta  as ou a e?  I e [since] applied for loads of jobs and 

did t get the  … I e gi e  up a out ,  hou s a da  to the o pa  a d I do t thi k 
I  getti g a he e ith it.  “o f o  o  o , o e I fi ish o k that s ith  fa il , 
that s thei  ti e. The company pay me for 8 hours but outside of that is my time.  

 
As Simpson et al. (2014: 763) argue, the idea of time sacrifice as a source of meaning is important in 

the context of dirty work but when this sacrifice is not recognised, for example in terms of the 

futu t  of p o otio  o  e a d, the te po al ou da  et ee   ti e  a d o pa  ti e  is 
brought into sharp focus and work is no longer seen as a source of meaning. In contrast, the masons 

spoke of usi g thei  aft  i  do esti  o  leisu e setti gs a d ga e up eeke ds to p o ote the 
craft at community fairs. Academics talked of li i g the jo  as ei g a  i e ita le a d a epted pa t 
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of their role. These latter two instances were resonant of the merging of temporal and social 

ou da ies e pe ie ed  the o ile hai d esse s i  Cohe s  stud . 
 

Discussion 

 

In this research on meaningful work across a range of occupations, temporality emerged as a 

fundamental theme underpinning rich descriptions of meaningful moments.  Drawing on 

phenomenological theories of time, notably the work of Schutz and Mead, we found that in peak 

experiences of meaningfulness participants relayed how they inhabit phenomenological timescapes 

where past, present and future, rather than being ontologically distinct, are all present in temporally 

transcendent moments in time. Meaningless work, on the other hand, was associated with a 

controlled, disordered or conflicted temporal landscape and with moments temporally bound in the 

present. 

 

While prior research on meaningful work seems to suggest that some jobs are inherently more 

meaningful than others (Rosso et al., 2010), our data on the contrary show how individuals in 

occupations as diverse as stigmatised, craft and professional work, can all experience elements of 

their work as both meaningful and meaningless. None of the three occupational groups regarded 

their work as consistently meaningful, but rather meaningfulness emerged as an episodic feature of 

all roles.  Schutz has argued that people turn their attention to some lived experiences rather than 

others, since every experience refers back to past experiences and the future experiences it 

anticipates through a system of personally meaningful symbolic and social relevances (Muzzetto, 

2006). For all occupational groups, the strongest experiences of meaningfulness arose during 

celebratory or ritualistic occasions, whether formal as in the case of the masons and the academics, 

or informal, as in the case of the refuse collectors. These occasions were episodic in nature, 

representing the culmination of a project, task or period of time at which the participants looked 

back, together with significant others at successful achievements and, in the most powerful cases, 

projected forward to the future impact of their work. Moments that were temporally bound in the 

present, such as work tasks perceived as pointless or unnecessary, did not give rise to experienced 

ea i gful ess ut e e athe  pe ei ed as ea i gless a d lost ti e  Ho , .   
 

Hassa d s  otio  of te po al o de i g is also ele a t he e as, fo  i sta e, the sto e aso s 

described their role as craftsmen in terms of both ensuring the continuity of historic methods of 

working in the present (Jalas, 2006), and also into the future as part of a community of practitioners 

i te ested i  ai tai i g a epted sta da ds of good o k  Mui head, . The o u it  of 
practitioners thus involved not just those tangible others around whom the masons worked, but also 

imagined past and future communities whose views had the same immediate resonance as their 

current counterparts. The e odied p a ti e of o ki g the sto e  is the efo e situated ithi  a 
ti es ape that e te ds as u h as  ea s i to the past a d futu e a d efle ts Jalas s  

otio  of the age  of ate ial o je ts. “i ila  to Jalas s :  des iptio  of traditional 

afts i  the o te t of oode  oats, the sto e aso s deli e atel  sought a self-artistry of 

slo ess  i  o ki g to the sta da ds a d ethods of p io  ge e atio s of aso s.  
 

Oste si l , efuse olle ti g ight e ie ed as di t  o k  with limited scope for meaningfulness 

and foreshortened time-horizons. However, it emerged that the refuse collectors also perceived 
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their work as meaningful within the context of an extended timescape; in this case, though, the 

projection was forward to the impact of their work on future generations and the preservation of 

the environment. In a similar way to the butchers in Simpson et al. s  stud , the efuse 
collectors resisted devaluation and derived a sense of dignity and moral worth from an ostensibly 

alienating occupation through pride in their contribution and a collective sense of camaraderie. 

While the masons viewed working slowly as the mark of quality, the refuse collectors saw working 

quickly and getting back to the depot early as signifyi g a jo  ell do e , e a li g the  to etu  
ho e to thei  ti e . Lost ti e , o e sel , as pe so al ti e gi e  to the e plo e  i  the fo  of 
overtime. This is illustrative of the potentially conflicted nature of the experiences through which a 

sense of meaningfulness may be derived. While the refuse collectors found meaning in the content 

of their jobs, they also acknowledged wider sources of meaning from their personal lives reflecting a 

hitherto unresolved tension between different domains of meaningfulness. Nonetheless, rather than 

work engendering simply negative perceptions such as stigma, sacrifice and self-denial, the lens of 

temporality shows that refuse collectors were able to identify times when their work itself was 

meaningful in similar ways to the other two groups. It also illustrates the varying temporal structures 

and time pacing of jobs referred to by Bergmann (1992) and the negotiated boundary between 

individual and organisational time described by Hassard (2000). This same boundary was, for the 

stonemasons, more ambivalent and fluid, with many also choosing to use their craft in domestic 

settings away from work, thus fusing their personal and occupational identities in similar ways to the 

academics. Like the others, the academics experienced moments of awareness of the 

meaningfulness of their work when reflecting back on what they had achieved, but also times when 

thei  o k appea ed ea i gless he  it i ol ed asti g ti e  o  a ti ities ega ded as 
unnecessary or unproductive.  

 

There was a strong association between perceived lack of temporal control and meaninglessness. 

For all three groups, having a temporal pace imposed on their work with which they disagreed 

eroded a sense of work being meaningful. For the academics, this involved circumscribing their 

freedom to decide how to spend their time, for the masons it was being asked to work too quickly 

using modern materials and techniques and for the refuse collectors it was being asked to work too 

slowly to ensure adherence to what were perceived to be unnecessarily strict safety guidelines. 

These perceptions appeared to go beyond simply a sense that time was being wasted, to suggest 

that it as ei g stole  f o  o e ea i gful o k o , i  the ase of the efuse olle to s, f o  
thei  ti e The significance of temporal control at once symbolises and extends perceptions of 

autonomy within the labour process more widely, and is suggestive of a challenge posed by workers 

at both the individual and the collective levels to the commodification and management of time as 

an instrument of capitalist control structures. 

 

It appea s f o  all th ee g oups  des iptio s that a el  is ea i gful ess e pe ie ed e el  i  
the moment, but rather it emerges from an appreciative or reflective act in which the significance of 

the moment is perceived within a wider timescape. The very nature of these reflected moments as 

ea i gful ea s the  a e u t pi al a d i f e ue t e e ts i  o k that a e peak  e pe ie es 
(Koltko-Rivera 2006).  It is in this process that the timescape in which meaningfulness is experienced 

becomes a-linear and discontinuous, and includes an underlying sense of time passing or time having 

passed. Take  i  isolatio , the o e ts e pe ie ed i  the o  a  la k ea i gful ess. Their 

meaningfulness emerges from a temporal recontextualisation, both historically in light of events 
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past a d i  te s of hat Ho   te s the futu al , the pe ei ed futu e sig ifi a e of e e ts 
not yet come. It is suggested this asymmetrical sense of time is characteristic of experienced 

meaningfulness. 

 

Conclusions  

 

The study is one of the few empirical investigations into the experience of meaningful work from a 

qualitative, sociological perspective. Contrary to psychological studies that measu e e pe ie ed 
ea i gful ess  see i gl  as a stead  state, these findings show that meaningfulness arises in 

t a s e de t o e ts i  ti e  athe  tha  as a sustai ed state of ei g, e i is e t of ‘a o s 
(2004) notion of kairos, or timely moments. It is further shown that these moments are accessible to 

workers in three distinct types of work. These moments are imbued with a sense of the coming 

together of the practice of work, reflection on that practice and the sense of a job well done, 

connection with others, coupled with an awareness of the significance of work in its historical and 

future context. The o e ts a e also illust ati e of the i id p ese t  (Schutz, 1962), moments in 

the present that acquire significance in relation to their history and projected future. They also occur 

o l  afte  a jo  is o pleted, he  the i di idual asts a  e iste tial gaze  o  the ho izo  Mei, 
2006 , looki g a k  o  sta di g a k  to see thei  o t i utio  i  a ide  te po al a d spatial 
plane. Meaninglessness, o  the othe  ha d, is asso iated ith the lost p ese t  Ho , , a 
temporal landscape lacking in past and future horizons. The experience of work as meaningful and 

transcendent thus refers not merely to the transcendence of self-interest, but also the 

transcendence of time. Frankl (1962) has argued that humans have an innate drive to seek meaning 

in their lives; meaningfulness may be a personal experience, but it also arises in a social and 

collective context through shared temporal rhythms co-created with colleagues, the work itself, and 

material objects. Efforts within the labour process to impose temporal regimes on workers are 

ge e ati e of egotiated o de s of te po alit , of a lost p ese t , o  of o fli ted, dis upted 
temporalities that mobilise i di iduals  esista e i  the fa e of a se se of ea i gless ess. 
 

There are a number of limitations. We only draw on the experiences of workers in three 

occupational groups. More research that expands on the link between temporality and 

meaningfulness for instance in other cultural settings and using other methodologies, such as 

observational studies or quantitative approaches involving a broader range of participants would be 

welcome.  Given that most research has taken place within the psychology field, there is a dearth of 

sociologically-oriented studies that have focused on meaningful work and therefore a lack of 

theorisation in the area. Studies that develop the existing focus within sociology on the meaning of 

work to interrogate further the ontological status of meaningfulness from a sociological and cultural 

standpoint would help to generate deeper insights. Finally, research that explores the processes by 

which work is rendered meaningful to individuals alongside the consequences of meaningfulness for 

workers and for employers would advance an understanding of the locus of meaningfulness within 

wider models of organisational behaviour. Research that explores in greater depth the nature and 

fo  of t a s e de t o e ts i  ti e  ould e el o e. 
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Table 1: Demographic Data 

 

  Refuse 

Collectors 

Stone 

Masons 

Academics Total 

Total interviews 15 15 14 44  

Gender: Male 15 12 7 34  

Gender: Female 0 3 7 10  

Age: below 18 0 1 0 1  

Age 18-29 5 7 1 13 

Age: 30-39 0 1 2 3 

Age 40-59 7 6 9 22 

Age 60 + 3 0 2 5 

Tenure: less than one year 0 2 3 5  

Tenure: 1-5 years 4 6 2 12  

Tenure: 5 years+ 11 7 9 27  

Ethnicity: White British 14 15  7 36  

Ethnicity: White other 1 0   6 7  

Ethnicity: Black other 0 0  1 1  

Working hours: full-time 15  15  11 41  

Working hours: part-time 0  0   3 3  

 

 


